A PERSONALISED FREE-FORM PROGRESSIVE LENS PROVIDES EXCEPTIONAL VISUAL QUALITY.
Every day we are surrounded by activities, both indoors and outdoors, that require a **high-quality, modern and personalised** lens that can be customised to meet our needs.

**Using cutting-edge technologies**, the OptiFORM Advanced-3 lens has not only revolutionised the concept of personalisation by allowing the wearer to focus on different distances, but also drastically reduced the swim effect caused by lateral image distortion, resulting in unparalleled visual quality and wide visual ranges.
OptiFORM Advanced-3 includes the most innovative technologies:

**IOT Digital Ray-Path 2**

It pushes the limits of geometry in lens personalisation by incorporating the wearer’s accommodative capacity in the final lens calculation to further minimize oblique aberrations. This technology incorporates this factor into each individual lens and considers the accommodative object space, the volume defined by the points within the clear visual range, for each gaze direction.

**Steady Methodology**

In addition to controlling for unwanted cylinder power, Steady Methodology addresses unwanted changes to mean power in the lateral areas of the lens, providing superior progressive lenses for all lifestyles and market segments. Its evolution, Steady Plus Methodology, provides superior binocular visual performance for mid-range and near vision.
TARGET

Those **who need a very good lens** and a better visual quality and comfort.

**Experienced or novice** progressive wearer who desire wide visual fields for both **near and distance vision**.

**Wearers with all types of prescription and addition powers**.

BENEFITS

- A wide and balanced field of vision at all distances.
- For all working distances and in any gaze direction, it provides precise and comfortable focusing.
- Peripheral blur is reduced.
- Enhanced image stability reduces the swim effect.
- Enhanced visual quality when using digital devices.
- Highly customised lenses.
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